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PROCEDURE for OIL SAMPLING 
 

on medium voltage free breathing oil transformers 
for the execution of 

 

DIELECTRIC TEST AND/OR PCBs TEST 
 

 

Although oil sampling is very easy, follow carefully the correct procedure: it will assure consistency and 
congruity on the results.  

 

Sampling equipment 

� Glass, metal or plastic bottle, of volume 1 l. It must be NEW and absolutely clean: the minimum residue 

of previous contents (even water!) could invalidate the test results. 

Brollo Siet offers suitable bottles with their own label: if interested in receiving them, please contact our 

customer service. 

� Impermeabile oil-proof plastic or rubber tubing, with proper reducing coupling, to connect the tap on 

the transformer to the bottle. Tubing should be as short as possible. 

� Rubber gloves. 

ATTENTION! 

Oil is a dangerous waste: 
please handle it with care and dispose of it according to law! 

 

 

Sampling procedure 

� Oil filled transformers are provided with a tap: remove its cover 
and clean the outlet with a lint-free cloth to remove all visibile 

dirt. 

� Connect the tubing to the tap. The use of the tubing makes the 

sampling easier and avoid waste of oil. 

� Place the end of the tubing at the bottom of the bottle. 

� Open carefully the tan, fill slowly the bottle, close the tan and 

spill the collected oil (if free from solid bodies) in the 
transformer, removing the little cover on the tank. Repeat this 

sequence: it assures the elimination of gas bubbles. 

� Fill again the bottle, for the actual sampling. Close the tap and 
disconnect the tubing. 

� The oil level needs to be a few millimeters from the rim, so as to 
leave a small expansion volume. Place the bottle cap securely in 

position and label the sample, pointing all data as per facsimile 
on the right. 

 

� For sampling on hermetically sealed transformers, please contact our customer service. 

 

Transformer 3F kVA ______  

S/N __________Year _____  

Manufacturer ____________  

kV p. _______ kV s. ______  

Connection _____________  

Oil’s weigh (kg) __________  

Oil type ________________  

Sample n. ______________  

Customer _______________  

Document n. ____ date ____  


